[Quantum-wave physiotherapy in the treatment of myopia in children].
It is established that cyclicity of excitation and inhibition processes in healthy persons is symmetric, 11.9+0.2 cycles in 1 minute, and reflects structural (retina nerve fibers layer thickness) and functional (visual acuity) symmetry of pair eyes, autonomous regulatory system dynamic balance as the etalon of health. Myopia is accompanied by autonomous visual cycles acceleration up to 14.3+2.4 cycles in 1 minute at low degree and up to 17.7+2.2 cycles in 1 minute at mid degree with their rhythmicity disturbance. Simultaneously asymmetrical thinning of retina nerve fibers layer was noted. Bilateral electroconductivity on meridians on the right side was lower than on the left side, which characterized vegetative balance asymmetry as pathology index. Quantum-wave physiotherapy imitates autonomous cyclicity of visual system and recovers vegetative balance bilateral symmetry and structural-functional symmetry of visual organ with the increase of visual acuity in 1.5 times.